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COLLECTIVE WISDOM
A Message From Ray Cronin - AHIA President
At the recent and very successful
RotorTech held in Brisbane we were given
a great opportunity to network with our
colleagues and industry professionals in
person a luxury not afforded our industry
for over three years.
As part of Rotortech we ran a conference
with some very informative presentations
given by manufacturers, safety panels,
ATSB and our board. One standout
passionate presentation was given by
one of our industry’s legends, John
Armstrong, who particularly emphasised
the risks of low-level operations.
Having spent a considerable amount of
time at low level in mustering operations,
John is an expert in how to mitigate the
risk exposure in a dynamic mustering
environment. The knowledge gained over
the thousands of hours he has flown in
Northern Australia needs to be captured
and transferred to new industry entrants.
In John’s presentation at RotorTech he
expressed concerns that some of the
key basic skills seem to be fading and
emphasised the importance of solo
practise in training syllabuses, as it
exposes the candidate to accountability
and motivates the need for knowledge
understanding.
Acknowledging that there is no substitute
for experience, his concerns were that
foundation skills like overpitch recovery
were absent and text book knowledge
of vortex ring was inadequate for the
rookie pilot to protect themselves in the
dynamics of low level wind shifts and
wind shear at low level.

He appealed to training organisations to
ensure that solo programs were conducted
properly and that low level training
sorties concentrated on the key risk areas,
such as overpitching and recognition
of the risks of the conditions leading to
Vortex Ring State and the need for timely
recovery actions if they are experienced.
We thank John for his passion to ensure
that important skills and knowledge are
passed on to new industry pilots and
his desire to motivate young pilots to
arm themselves with the knowledge for
survival in a demanding environment.

Safe flying,
Ray Cronin
President

CEO’S COMMENT
The gods certainly smiled on RotorTech
in Brisbane in mid-June. After three years
since the last convention the helicopter
industry gathered at the impressive Royal
International Convention Centre on 15-17
June.
If it had been scheduled one week later the
convention would not have taken place, due
to new Covid restrictions.
However good fortune did smile and the
convention was a spectacular success. Our
partners at AMDA are thanked sincerely,
and particularly Jane Blackett, Milly
Keys and Ken Keech for all their hard
work and commitment under challenging
circumstances over a long period.
Given the domestic and international
situation, participant and exhibitor numbers
were very encouraging with plenty of
positive energy in the exhibitor hall and the
speaker forums.
There were many questions as to when and
where the next RotorTech will be held.
Hopefully these questions will be answered
in the near future.
The first day was taken up with detailed
presentations from the major manufacturers.
The sessions were well attended with plenty
of audience interest in how rotary aircraft
will look and operate in the future.
Day two kicked off with a video address
from the Deputy Prime Minister and
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a robust keynote speech by the AHIA
President, Ray Cronin.
Ray welcomed the incoming CASA CEO,
Pip Spence, and expressed a hope that CASA
could move forward with urgency on a
number of outstanding issues.
Ray mentioned CASA’s past dismissive
attitude to the outcomes of the AHIA’s
detailed report on piston engine durability
issues, a report that was authored by an
experienced ATSB investigator.
He also covered a number of hot-button
helicopter regulatory issues that have been
dragging on for years with little progress.
It was standing room only at the video
address by former National Aerial
Firefighting Centre (NAFC) general
manager Richard Alder, where he discussed
a plethora of important aerial fire-fighting
issues. Covid restrictions prevented him
from appearing in person.
His vast experience in managing these issues
from a national perspective left no-one
in any doubt as to how a well-researched,
coordinated approach to aerial fire-fighting
must continue and be improved. Anything
less will continue to put lives and property
at risk.
Exhibitors appeared happy with the level
of business interest, particularly given the
Covid circumstances. Many mentioned
they felt that the next RotorTech should be
sooner rather than later. This augurs very
well for the next convention.

CEO’S COMMENT

All social invents were well attended, with
Austbrokers ABS Aviation setting a very
positive and convivial tone at the end of Day
One.
Networking was in overdrive throughout the
convention and was very much welcomed by
all attendees.
There is no doubt that RotorTech has the
potential to become the convention of
choice for the Asia-Pacific region.
The interest, energy and expertise is there.
Now we need to harness it and take it to the
next level.

Paul Tyrrell
CEO
Australian Helicopter Industry Association

ROTORTECH & AHIA
RotorTech Covers The Issues
RotorTech 2021 once again proved to be a platform for discussion of
topical issues affecting the Australian helicopter industry.
If you missed the event, you missed discussion and viewpoints including
the following major “hot button” subjects:
•

The upcoming National Aerial Firefighting Centre (NAFC) aerial
firefighting contracts for 21/22.

•

Covid’s effects on industry growth; will 2022 see a turn around?

•

A new CASA CEO and Chair; what will change?

•

CASA’s new centralised approval system; will it deliver or make
things worse?

•

Helicopter LAME training; the current system is a shambles.

•

Aviation insurance costs becoming unsustainable.

•

Young industry professionals and how do we attract more?

•

The helicopter, rotary and drone airspace design and challenges.

•

Possible aviation policies for the next federal election.

By bringing together helicopter operators, industry and suppliers,
RotorTech provided balanced debate on major issues and challenges.

Questions on AHIA Membership?
Your new Member Services Officer can help.
New Member applications can be directed to
Rodd Craig who has joined the AHIA as the
“Member Services Officer” and is available
to provide advice on which membership
category will provides you or your
organisation with the best package
of benefits.
Rodd can detail the member introduction
features and industry link ups. His marketing
expertise across the aerospace industry and
introductions are also available to members.
To find out how your
industry association can
enhance your image
and footprint in the
Australian Helicopter
industry,call Rodd on:
0457 848 104 or email
memberservices@
austhia.com.
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ROTORTECH & AHIA

ROTORTECH 2021 BREAKS RECORDS
ROTORTECH 2021 has fulfilled its goal
of bringing industry together again - in
record fashion.

“From the first day of ROTORTECH the buzz in the industry exhibition and
conferences showed that the helicopter community was enthusiastic about
being there, and was making the most of the opportunity.

•
•

“This has been borne out by record attendance numbers, compelling
conference presenters including our Deputy Prime Minister Michael
McCormack and new CASA CEO Pip Spence, and the strong presence of
key industry players across both Australia and New Zealand, including major
helicopter manufacturers.

1806 total daily attendances over the three days
140 participating companies represented in the			
industry exhibition

Despite the challenges of COVID-19, ROTORTECH has not only
succeeded in providing the Australian helicopter community with a
welcome return to face-to-face engagement, but has also grown markedly
in the process.
“We believed that industry sought an in-person event as a platform to
begin rebuilding confidence and reaffirming face-to-face relationships,”
said Ian Honnery, CEO of ROTORTECH organiser AMDA
Foundation Limited.

“The Australian Helicopter Industry Association’s conference program
provided great insight in to recent use of helicopters in natural disasters and
emergency services, and highlighted lessons learned in this critical sector.
“Our team has faced many challenges in bringing ROTORTECH 2021 to
life, but its success is also proof of the commitment of industry to getting back
to business.”

“That is confirmed by the great growth in the event. Despite the
challenges of COVID the total combined daily attendance nearly
doubled over the three days of the show compared with 2018 and the
number of participating companies involved in the industry exhibition
increased by almost 40%. The floor space occupied by the trade show
increased by around 50%.

PRIVACY STATEMENT

AHIA CONTACT INFORMATION

The Australian Helicopter Industry Association is
committed to its obligations under the Australian
Privacy Principles.

Australian Helicopter Industry Association

For more information: https://www.austhia.com/
privacy
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